
Innovative adhesive solutions for 
advertising messages that stick! 
Developed with the know-how of the Bonding Engineers.

Are you a manufacturer of displays or advertising material? Do you work as a sign-
maker or stand builder? Or perhaps you come from the packaging industry? Then 
clever adhesive solutions will be a matter close to your heart. Just as it is for us. 
As one of the world‘s leading companies in the field of adhesive solutions, Lohmann 
opens up completely new opportunities for you. Our products give you greater 
flexibility, both in design and the choice of material at your disposal. Come with 
us down fresh paths, way beyond conventional joining methods such as riveting, 
welding, screwing and working with liquid adhesives.

Lohmann can provide countless examples of innovative adhesive 
solutions, both for indoor and outdoor applications. 



Many applications, 
unlimited opportunities!  
Gain competitive advantages with high-tech adhesive solutions.

Price labels, wobblers, samples, trays, dispensers, displays, banners or advertising material – wherever adhesive 
solutions have to join different components, Lohmann always provides you with a professional solution.

Lohmann provides various adhesive solutions.Research & development plays a major role at Lohmann. We also supply application tools, such as manual dispensers.



Perfect bonding of various materials
Lohmann gives you the ability to join various materials in every 
conceivable combination. Irrespective of whether they have low 
energy, raw or coated surfaces. No matter if they are made of 
plastic, plexiglass, glass, cardboard, paper, aluminium or metal.

Greater design freedom
Riveting, welding, screwing or working with liquid adhesives 
– these are the conventional joining methods. Why not be 
innovative and use our optical clear adhesive tapes? Not only 
are they discreet, they also open up new onstruction possibili-
ties. For example, in displays or the fastening of construction 
elements on exhibition stands. 

High-quality adhesive solutions
Lohmann adhesive solutions have everything that characterises 
high-tech bondings. They are UV and temperature resistant, can 
be solvent-free if necessary and reversible or permanent as requi-
red. They also impress with their ease of handling, which results 
in time and cost savings.

Extensive application know-how
Over the years Lohmann has acquired the adhesive know-how to 
support you in every field of industrial application. From practical 
manual dispensers to fully-automatic mechanical solutions, all 
tailored exactly to your requirements.

Lohmann has its own die-cutting centres for μm-true die-cutting.Spooling is tailored to your specific requirements.
Cooperation with development partners comes naturally 
to Lohmann.
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High-tech adhesive expertise  
from a single source. 
The ideal foundation for perfect solutions.

Our solutions contain the experience amassed from over 160 years of Lohmann. Know-how that you can benefit from. Ranging from 
specification work and individual product development through to innovative adhesive design and implementation in your production 
process. Your benefit: Lohmann offers everything from a single source. Worldwide.

Are you interested in finding out more? Then give us a call. We will be pleased to help.

Lohmann GmbH & Co. KG
Phone: +49 2631 34-0
info@lohmann-tapes.com

www.lohmann-tapes.com


